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catch what my daughter said, Miss Ravelston ? Shoals of white
whales ? Yes, my dear, why not ? Shoals of whales voyaging on
and on and on, over seas and seas, and beyond all seas, till they
reach—whew! whew! But where have we got to? I wasn't
looking! This isn't the way." Thus speaking, the excited little
man stopped, jerked his arm away from Thuella's support, and
leaning on his cane looked about him. Instead of the excava-
tions what he saw before him was the deep trench to the east
of Mai-Dun, the identical trench in which D. and Uryen had
lingered when the latter revealed to the former those weird
"ideas'* that Wizzie so lightly discounted.
"We've gone the wrong way.   I wasn't looking," the little
man repeated.   "I think it must be—more—more over there"
and he lifted his cane and waved it vaguely in a northerly
direction.
"This way—this is the way," threw in No-man. "I'm sure we
shall soon	"  And dragging Wizzie off, in advance this time
of the others, he began to ascend the slope leading to the northern
extremity of the earthworks.
As they moved over the hot sweet-scented turf, the metallic
sky above them quivering with distant lark-music, and the air
about them disturbed by no nearer sound than the occasional
droning flight of a bluebottle fly, whose passage across her ear-
drum seemed to Wizzie charged with memories of her child-
hood, they came upon an ancient dew-pond in whose dry
circular hollow the delicate grass had been burnt by the heat to a
faint sedge-colour.
In the centre of this tawny bowl, which resembled a hollow
concave shield, they noticed a heap of firewood, only barely
charred by fire and evidently left in haste by persons interrupted
in some projected picnic.
"We must tell them about this," murmured D., pausing on
the brink of the hollow place. "It would be nice to celebrate
Midsummer Eve in the old heathen way."
Wizzie made no comment on this, but she thought in her
heart: "They're all the same, these men! They can't take things
as they are. They have to link them up with what other men
have done and said and fussed about in the olden days. I'm
getting sick of it." And with the weight of the burning sun on
her head there came over her a fierce revulsion against all
these thick, crashing^ heavy burdens of cruel antiquity.

